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ABSTRACT

Aiming at the problems of low forming precision and low processing efficiency of the current slicing
processing methods using spatial point cloud data for Reverse Engineering/Rapid Prototyping(RE/RP)
integrated system, a series of efficient and effective algorithms were proposed. First, the Inverse Dis-
tance Square method (IDS) was adopted to determine the direction and thickness to make an adaptive
slicing for the spatial point cloud data. Then, the extended extrapolation method was presented to
obtain a vertical slicing contour curve. Moreover, the contour points in each layer were searched,
sorted and reconstructed by applying Non-Uniform Rational B-spline (NURBS) interpolation method,
and the reconstructed profile data points were homogenized and finished. Finally, several simulation
results and the practical examples were given to demonstrate the novel methods which have a higher
forming precision and processing speed for rapid fabrication.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The original data for RE/RP integration system is
based on the spatial point cloud from the Reverse
Engineering. In the conventional method of data pro-
cessing for Reverse Engineering/Rapid Prototyping
integrated system (RE/RP), it needs collecting the
pre-treated (including filtering, and reducing for the
data) spatial point cloud data and constructing the
triangular mesh based on the straight line which
are generated by connecting the points one by one,
and then the stereo Lithography interface specifica-
tion (STL) model is uniformly sliced according to the
required precision and the layered contour file is
finally obtained. This method has some drawbacks
such as the difficulties of reconstructing the triangu-
lar mesh with the original points, low reconstructing
speed with the huge data of the generated STL file,
and low approximation accuracy with the high redun-
dancy which seriously impacts the RP precision in
the subsequent processing. So it is important and
significant to explore a new method for data slicing
processing of the spatial point cloud in the RE/RP sys-
tem. Direct slicing method using spatial point cloud
data can avoid these intermediate procedures such
as reconstructing the triangular mesh and generating

the STL file. It not only reduces the complexity and
calculation time of the data processing for model
reconstruction, but also overcomes the shortcomings
of the STL file with large quantity of data and need-
ing reparation [1]. The conventional STL model slicing
method and the direct slicing method are compared
as shown in Fig. 1. Obviously the method is simpler,
and it can improve the speed of data processing.

The whole data processing steps for direct slicing
of the spatial point cloud data are as follows: Firstly,
the slicing direction and thickness with the spatial
point cloud data were determined, and all the contour
points in each slice were obtained. Secondly, the con-
tour points in each layer were reconstructed. Thirdly,
the reconstructed profile data points were homoge-
nized and finished to fulfill the requirements of the
subsequent processing for rapid prototyping.

2. RELATED WORK

At present, there are mainly two methods of slic-
ing with spatial point cloud, as so-called projection
method and slicing contour area method. The projec-
tion method was adopted to determine the layered
thickness by Zhang and Wong [2]. Firstly, a set of
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Fig. 1: Comparison of the conventional and the direct slicing methods.

unorganized point cloud was divided into a num-
ber of layers by slicing the point cloud along the
given building direction. Secondly, the data points
were projected onto a plane. These projected data
points were sorted to keep only the key feature points
using a reduction method based on the linear cor-
relation. The feature points were used to generate
a polygon. The maximum allowable deviation of the
points in the layer was compared to the given shape
error to decide whether to reduce or increase the layer
thickness. Then, this process was repeated until the
maximum deviation was just below the given shape
error. Using this method, all characteristic points of
the layered contour were obtained by analyzing the
segment linear correlation, and sliced contour poly-
gon was restructured. However, there are some short-
comings such as slow data processing speed and low
forming accuracy; Wu [3] proposed an adaptive slic-
ing approach with a minimum number of layers based
on given shape error. The local linear relationships
among the projection points were defined through
calculating the correlation coefficients, so that the
orderly layers contour curves were formed, and then
the layer thickness was gradually approximated using
the recursive method. When the shape error between
two layers was less than the specified value the layer
thickness was finally obtained. The advantage of this
algorithm is that it can directly control the parts sur-
face quality through the specified surface shape error,
but the calculation of the shape error is complicated
and difficult.

For the adaptive slicing of spatial point cloud in
the vertical direction, Lee studied a method using
the curvature information extracted from the point
cloud [4]. Firstly, the point cloud model was prelimi-
nary sliced according to the extracted characteristic
points, and the curvature of the point cloud data
was obtained from the curve profile in each layer;
then the spatial point cloud was divided into different
regions based on different curvatures. Secondly, the
distance from the point cloud to the contour curve in
each region was calculated. An additional layer would
be inserted between two layers if this distance went
beyond an user-defined threshold. This approach was
obviously complex and time-consuming. Meanwhile, a
method in which the layer thickness was controlled
by the narrow width of the data points on the slic-
ing plane was addressed, and the adaptive slicing
was implemented by using the interpolation method
in the intermediate layers [5]. The binary image was
obtained through the binarization of the projection
point cloud, and the radial width of the projective

point cloud in the image was calculated. Then, the
maximum width was defined as the radial shape error
and was used to decide whether a new layer should
be added between the initial ones, so the complete
layered contour was obtained. This method did not
improve the slicing speed.

After determining the layered thickness, the curve
profile would be reconstructed on each layer. Sun et
al presented an intersection method to extract the
surface contour line at the minimum distance-based
correlated point-pairs [6]. He claimed that the sliced
contour had relations only with its nearest domains in
the point cloud model, which was called as correlated
domains. The points closer to the sliced plane would
impact the contour reconstruction seriously. These
points were named as correlated points while others
were named as uncorrelated points. According to this
rule, the distance from the point to the sliced plane
was calculated and used to judge whether the point
was in the correlated domain. The minimum distance-
based correlated point-pairs were found in the point
set. By computing the intersection of the correlated
point pairs and the sliced plane, all data points can
be obtained on the sliced contour. Then, these data
points were orderly connected and homogenized, and
the obtained sliced contour can be directly inputted
to the rapid prototyping machines. In addition, Liu
et al presented an intermediate point-based curve
model (IPCM) [7]. They subdivided the cloud data into
a set of domains according to a given subdivision
error, and the data in each domain were compressed
according to the user-defined shape tolerance. Then
an IPCM was constructed based on the feature points
of each domain, and RP layer profiles were directly
extracted from the models. Finally the RP layer pro-
files were faired with a discrete curvature and sub-
sequently closed to generate the final layer-based RP
model. Levin first applied the moving least-square
method on the sliced contour curve reconstruction
from scattered point cloud [8]. His main idea was that
a weighted average method was used for each data
point, and a curve was regressed by using its neigh-
borhood data points. Then the points would be moved
to a new position into the fitting curve. Thus the curve
profile was reconstructed and the local error of the
reconstructed curve was determined by an optimal
approximation error of a local polynomial.

Generally speaking, for adaptive slicing method of
the spatial point cloud, the projection method is used
to determine the sliced thickness according to the
average projection shape error between spatial point
cloud and the sliced projection plane, and the sliced
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Fig. 2: Flow chart of slicing data in this study.

contour curve is reconstructed by using the projec-
tion points which meets the conditions set by some
rules. This method can obtain a precise layered con-
tour for the spatial point cloud with a simple surface
model and uniform distribution data. When the model
is with complex shape and structure, this method
is hard to assure the precision because there is no
direct relationship between the distance of spatial
point cloud to the projection plane and the projection
shape error.

The slicing contour area method usually adopts
a uniform thickness to slice the spatial point cloud
and then calculates the change rate of the areas of
the adjacent layers using scan method. The layered
thickness would be adjusted according to the above
change rate and so the adaptive slicing is realized.
This method can achieve a higher accuracy for the
scattered spatial point cloud, but the algorithm has
lower operating speed because of the area calculation
of each layer.

For curved profile reconstruction on each layer,
the line and plane intersection method is limited in
application because the correlated points and the
uncorrelated points are hard to judge, and the sliced
contour information is easy to lose; For the method
using moving least-square there are disadvantages
such as lower fitting precision and lower efficiency
using IPCM.

To solve the problems of low accuracy and compli-
cated steps in conventional methods of slicing spatial
point cloud data in the RE/RP integrated system, a
series of efficient and effective algorithms are pro-
posed in this paper. Our works include the following
parts. Firstly, to obtain adaptive slicing thickness of
the spatial point cloud, the vertical projection planes
should be built and the spatial point cloud should be
projected to the vertical planes. Secondly, an adaptive
slicing method is implemented by using Inverse Dis-
tance Square method (IDS) to obtain the adaptive layer
thickness with this projected point cloud. Thirdly,
to obtain accurate nodes in sliced contour curves,
the point cloud model is sliced vertically , and the
extended extrapolation algorithm including searching
and sorting the spatial point cloud on the perpendic-
ular projection plane is described in detail, and the
extrapolating curve (namely vertical contour curve) is
reconstructed. Fourly, by computing the intersection
between the above-mentioned vertical contour and
the horizontally sliced plane, all nodes can be worked
out on each horizontal slice plane. For generating a

uniformly smooth contour curve on the horizontal
slice plane, the NURBS curve interpolation method is
adopted to reconstruct the curve profiles of each layer
by using these nodes,. Finally, considering the adapt-
ability of the data on subsequent computer numerical
control (CNC) interpolation, the layer contour data are
quantitatively reduced and homogenized. Based on
the series of algorithms, the data suitable for RE/RP
integrated system are obtained. The presented meth-
ods are validated by several simulation results and a
practical example using a rapid prototyping machine.
The data processing flow chart of the presented
methods in this study is shown in Fig. 2.

3. PERPENDICULAR SLICING AND
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE VERTICAL
PROJECTION FOR SPATIAL POINT CLOUD

To adaptively slice the spatial point cloud, the verti-
cal projection planes should be built firstly. The point
cloud which has been measured and pre-processed
(including filtering and reducing the data) is sliced
vertically.

Suppose the pre-processed 3D point cloud is
named as � = {d1, d2, · · · , dn}, dn = {xi , yi , zi |i = 1, 2,
3 · · · n}, and its bounding box is defined as A =
[xmin, xmax] × [ymin, ymax] × [zmin, zmax]. Establishment
of the vertical projection plane follows these steps.
Step 1. Determine the vertical slicing direction. The
vertical slicing direction is in fact the normal direc-
tion of the horizontal slicing plane, so we find the
horizontal slicing direction in the spatial point cloud
with the following method. First, the quadric surface
in the local coordinate system is used to approximate
the point cloud, and the curvature, with the essence of
differential, is calculated in orthogonal cross section
(OCS) [9]. When a model is sliced, if the model is
smooth and the curvature in each direction changes
little, the slicing result is not sensitive to the slic-
ing direction. Whereas, if the curvature changes along
a direction significantly larger than other directions,
the spatial point cloud should be sliced perpendic-
ular to the direction of larger curvature variation.
Then, set the normal direction of the horizontal slic-
ing direction as z, and the vertical slicing direction is
determined.
Step 2. Select the vertical line perpendicular to xoy
horizontal plane through Zmax, namely the maximum
value of z, as the center line of rotational slicing
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in the local coordinate system, and then a series of
vertical projection planes Si(i = 0, 1, · · · , n, · · · ) can be
created with deviation angle θ = 360◦/n, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. Here n is determined according to the error
threshold of layer curve contour.

Fig. 3: Sketch of perpendicular projection plane.

Step 3. Project the spatial point cloud to the verti-
cal planes. The vertical plane Si is converted to S ′

i in
a two-dimensional coordinate system y ′

ioz′
i through

rotation and translation. Collect the spatial point
cloud with the neighbor distance ε, then project them
towards the plane Si , and the point cloud band DiCi is
obtained as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Cloud band DiCi in the first and fourth quad-
rant of coordinate system x′

ioy ′
i .

4. ADAPTIVE SLICING OF SPATIAL POINT CLOUD

The precision and speed of data slicing depend on
how to determine the appropriate thickness of adap-
tive slicing with spatial point cloud. Liu et al used
the point cloud density as the basis for determining
slicing thickness [10]. They predicted the density of
the spatial point cloud and set the predicted value as
the initial slicing thickness. This kind of calculation
was very complicated with high spatial complexity.
In addition, the formula contained the uncertainty

empirical coefficient k = 1 ∼ 4. A method named as
IDS was widespread and was used in spatial interpo-
lation of rainfall by Goovaerts [11]. In this method
the weight depends on the distance from the sample
point to the interpolation point. This method is based
on the close similarity principle which means that the
closer two objects are the higher similarity they have.
In this study the algorithm would be improved to pre-
dict the spatial point cloud density, and the predicted
value would be taken as slicing thickness.

The slicing thickness for each projection plane
is set as δij , then the density for the point cloud
band DiCi on the projection plane Si of the coordina-
tion system x′

ioy ′
i is predicted, and the actual slicing

thickness δi is calculated with this formula:

δi =
∑N

j=1 δij

N
(4.1)

Where N is the number of the projection planes and
δij can be calculated as follows.

From x = Xmin, we pick up the points of which
the Euclidean distance is less than l for each projec-
tion point pi and then calculate the average distance
lt . Thus we obtain the slicing thickness for each
projection as follows.

δij = 4.33[x(st+1) − x(st )] = 4.33

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

m∑
t=1

yt+1

l2t
/

1

l2t

−

n∑
t=1

yt

l2t
/

1

l2t

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(4.2)

Where 4.33 is the empirical value obtained by repeat-
ing experiments for spatial point cloud from a laser
scanner and processed with the pretreatment. The
test point clouds used for experiments are those with
smooth surfaces, x(st ) is the predicted value, and m, n
are the used spatial point cloud amount before and
after calculation processing, and yt is the t th point
cloud value.

For the point cloud geometry model which con-
tains three features of convex, concave and inter-
nal structures, the layer thickness deviation may be
caused because of different data cloud densities. The
following two ways are used to solve these problems.
The first is that the average thickness is taken as lay-
ered thickness. The second way is that the three kinds
of point cloud bands (convex, concave and internal)
are identified, and then the adaptive layer thickness
of the three point cloud bands is calculated separately
by using IDS method. The minimum value of the three
layers thicknesses is taken as the layered thickness.
Here the first way is used.

To verify the layered effect, a vase model is used
to process the adaptive slicing. Fig. 5 shows the vase
point cloud with a total amount of 14689 points.
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Fig. 5: Vase model point cloud.

Fig. 6: Results of two adaptive slicing strategies: (a)
The general density estimation method, (b) the IDS
method.

Layered
Slice method Layers shape error Time cost

The general
density estimate

181 0.052 mm 57 sec

IDS 130 0.023 mm 33 sec

Tab. 1: The comparison of two kinds of adaptive
slicing methods.

Fig. 6(a) shows the adaptive slicing result by using the
general density estimation method. Fig. 6(b) presents
the adaptive slicing result by using the IDS method.
From the part I, II and III of slicing results shown in
Fig. 6, the adaptive slicing result is too dense for the
general density estimation method. The comparison
of two kinds of adaptive slice methods is shown in
Table 1. Evidently, IDS method possesses the higher
slicing precision because it reduces the redundant
slices, and it also improves the layering speed.

5. THE CONTOUR CURVE RECONSTRUCTION ON
THE PROJECTION PLANE USING THE VERTICAL
SLICING METHOD IN THE SPATIAL POINT
CLOUD

After determining the layered thickness using the
improved IDS method, all horizontal slices of the
point cloud could be obtained, and every contour

curve should be restructured on each horizontally
layer. In general, these curves are reconstructed by
using the spline interpolation method with the nodes
on each layer. Since these points are calculated by the
intersection between the vertical curve and horizontal
slice in this paper, the vertical contour curve should
be determined on the vertical projection plane in
advance. Here, the extended extrapolation algorithm
of the searching and sorting for spatial point cloud is
discussed in detail.

The extrapolation method is the conventional
scientific calculation method in engineering appli-
cations. To reconstruct the vertical slicing contour
curves of the point cloud band on the projection
planes, the extrapolation method is adopted. This
method uses only a limited priori data, whereas the
extrapolation fitting model can apply more prior data
not being able to lock the latest data points [12]. The
extended extrapolation model inherits the advantages
of the least-square method. It obtains better results in
the application because the latest data will be used to
make interpolation restrictions [13]. However, when
the data points are dense, because the latest interpo-
lation point in the original algorithm is only a point, it
is easy to cause mutations of the extrapolated curve.
Here, the extended extrapolation algorithm will be
improved by the following methods.

After the vertical projection planes are built, the
data point on the projection planes are searched and
sorted by using the improved extended extrapolation
algorithm.

Given point cloud data in the increasing chrono-
logical order (x0, y0), (x1, y1), · · · (xi , yi), · · · , (xn, yn), · · ·
(i = 0, 1, · · · , n, · · · ), the former n points are known.
According to the priori data trends, the yn+1 value
of the next point x = xn+1 can be calculated. The
extrapolating method is shown in Fig. 7.

Here we note xn as the latest time, and choose
the average of m points of which the Euclidean dis-
tance from xn is less than d as restriction. Because the
approximation function may be easy to appear seri-
ous oscillation or Runge’s phenomenon when using
higher order interpolation, the 2nd order approxima-
tion is adopted in this paper. The improved extended
extrapolation mathematical model is established as
below:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min I (a1, a2, a3) =
n∑

i=1

[a1 + a2xi + a3x2
i − yi ]

2

s.t. a1 + a2xn + a3x2
n = 1

m

⎛
⎝

n∑
j=n−m+1

yj

⎞
⎠

(5.1)

Here a1, a2, a3 are the undetermined coefficients.
Solve Eqn. (5.1) and obtain

a1 = 1
m

⎛
⎝

n∑
j=n−m+1

yj

⎞
⎠ − a2xn − a3x2

n (5.2)
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Fig. 7: Data extrapolating sketch.

Substitute Eqn. (5.1) into the Least-square equation.

min I (a2, a3) =
n∑

i=1

⎡
⎣a3x2

i + a2xi + 1
m

⎛
⎝

n∑
j=n−m+1

yj

⎞
⎠

−yi − a2xn − a3x2
n

⎤
⎦

2

(5.3)

Set

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

∂I (a2, a3)

∂a2
= 0

∂I (a2, a3)

∂a3
= 0

(5.4)

Solve the above Eqn. (5.3) and Eqn. (5.4) to obtain
a2, a3 and substitute them into Eqn. (5.2). Thus the a1
value is obtained.

The extended extrapolation formula is as follows

yk = a1 + a2xk + a3x2
k , k = n + 1, n + 2 (5.5)

For the improved extended extrapolation mathe-
matical model, because the average value of extrap-
olation points was taken, the solved data were
smoother with higher accuracy. The vertical slicing
contour curves of the spatial point cloud on the pro-
jection planes would be reconstructed by the above
extrapolation method.

Considering the designed data is increscent in the
extended extrapolation method, DiCi band is divided
into two parts. One is in the first quadrant and the
other is in the fourth quadrant. The profiles of the
first quadrant and the fourth quadrant are recon-
structed respectively by using the improved extended
extrapolation algorithm. Then a curve profile of ver-
tical slices is synthesized as shown in Fig. 4. The
nodes on the vertical projection plane are searched
and sorted following such steps as below.

Fig. 8: Solution of extrapolated curve LH11.
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Step 1. Determine the initial point of the point
cloud on the projection plane. In coordinate system
x′

ioy ′
i , P

′
1(x′

1, y ′
1) in the point cloud band DiCi is taken

as the initial point, where x′
1 = x′

min, y ′
1 = 1

n
∑m

j=1 yi ·
P ′

2(x′
2, y ′

2) is selected as the second point with equal

interval �x, here x′
2 = x′

min + �h, y ′
2 = 1

2

∑n
j=1 yj .

Step 2. Search and determine other extrapolated
points in the point cloud band. Use the first point P ′

1
and the second point P ′

2 as initial data, and adopt the
extended extrapolation method described in section 5
to search and determine the third point. It is the one
with the shortest distance to the extrapolated curve.
Other extrapolated points can be solved with the same
approach. The solutions of extrapolated points would
be ended until meeting the condition x′ = X ′

max. So, in
the first quadrant, an extrapolated curve named LH11
is constructed by extrapolated points, as shown in
Fig. 8.

Step 3. By the coordinate conversion, we can solve
the extrapolated curve (vertical contour curve) named
LH12 in the fourth quadrant with the above methods,
and then construct a successive extrapolated curve
named LH11 on the S1 plane synthesized by the curve
LH11 and LH12. Moreover, all the other extrapolated
curves (vertical contour curves) named LHn can be
generated on all of the projection structure surfaces
Si in the same way.

For the point cloud geometry model which con-
tains three features of convex, concave and inter-
nal structures, when applying extended extrapolation
method to solve an extrapolation curve, three dif-
ferent vertical contour curves can be generated in a
certain angle of vertical slicing. Here, they are identi-
fied and numbered for classification, and will be used
in the next section.

6. SOLVING THE DATA POINTS OF THE
HORIZONTALLY SLICED CONTOURS AND
RECONSTRUCTING PROFILE CURVES

To reconstruct horizontally sliced contour curves, the
adaptive slicing was implemented in the horizontally
slicing direction according to the slicing thickness
δi obtained in the previous section, and so m par-
allel sliced planes were achieved. These m planes
intersect with n curves LHi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) which were
constructed in the previous method. Thus, the point
set with m × npoints of intersection was obtained.
Then, by coordinate system conversion, we set PSi =
{(xj , yj)|j = 1, 2, · · · , n} as the ordered point set on
the sliced plane of the ith layer. Because of uneven
distribution of the nodes, the non-uniform rational
curve interpolation method is used to fit them. NURBS
method, comparing with other interpolation methods
in the spline curves, can divide and merge in any point
with better interpolation performance [14]. The data
points inside the point set are put as nodes, and a

smooth layered contour curve can be fitted by using
the NURBS method.

Suppose that the kth order NURBS curve is defined
by a piecewise rational B-spline basis functions, which
is shown as below.

p(u) =
∑n

i=0 ωidiNi,k(u)∑n
i=0 ωiNi,k(u)

(6.1)

Where ωi , i = 0, 1, · · · , n is named as weighting fac-
tor which is associated with the control vertex di(i =
0, 1, · · · , n). The first and last weighting factors are
ω0, ωn > 0, and the rest are ωi ≥ 0. Ni,k(u) is the kth
order standard B-spline basis function determined
by the node vector U = [u0, u1, . . . , un+k+1]. For the
non-periodic NURBS curve, the repeatability of two
vertices can be set as k + 1. In most cases applica-
tions, the node values are set to 0 and 1 respec-
tively, and the curve defining domain is set to u ∈
[uk , un+1] = [0, 1]. The computing of data parameteri-
zation and the inverse calculation refers to the related
literature [15].

After obtaining control points, weighting factors
and node vectors, the NURBS interpolation curve is
determined. The points between the interval [ui , ui+1]
on a slicing plane are interpolated according to the
actual requirements, and all node values are calcu-
lated by using de Boor algorithm [16]. A golf head
model containing the line and spline curve is tested
(Fig. 9), and this head model will be sliced by using
a vertical projection plane by ninety equal portions
(Fig. 10). Further, at Z = 5.56 mm, the horizontal layer
plane and vertical contour curves intersect, and 90
intersection points are obtained (Fig. 11). Finally, a
smooth contour curve is reconstructed after fitting
these nodes and interpolating points by using the
NURBS method (Fig. 12).

Fig. 9: Golf head model.
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Fig. 10: Golf head model point cloud and vertical
projection plane.

Fig. 11: The intersection points of horizontal plane
and vertical contour curves.

If the point cloud geometry model consists of
three features of convex, concave and internal struc-
tures, three different vertical contour curves can be
generated in a certain angle of vertical slicing. These
curves will intersect with the horizontal plane. Thus
2∗3 nodes (distributed on the left and right sides of
a vertical contour curve) may be obtained on each of
the horizontal plane in a same vertical slicing angle,
which are the intersection points between vertical
contour curves and inner loop and outside loop. Here
they will be classified and numbered. In this case,
because they are still orderly points, the reconstruc-
tion of the contour curve in a same horizontal plane is
classified into orderly point reconstructions of close
inner loop and outer loop. These nodes can also be
reconstructed into smooth contour curves by using
the NURBS method.

Fig. 12: Contour curve reconstruction of golf head
model.

7. HOMOGENIZING AND REDUCING SLICED
CONTOUR DATA POINTS

Because there might be redundant points for the
NURBS curve composed of nodes and interpolation
points, the data feature points should be extracted
and their amount should be reduced before process-
ing by the rapid prototyping system. The equal length
chord method was adopted to decide retention or
deletion of interpolation points [17]. This method eas-
ily leads to deletion of useful points. Here, we present
the angle error and chord height error method to
process NURBS curve profile data, and consider the
data points as approximate linear when they are less
than the two errors. It not only reduces the sampling
points and remains interpolation points at the posi-
tion with a large curvature change but also ensures
the accuracy of global contour curves (Fig. 13).

Suppose that the angle error is �α and the chord
height error is �h, they follow the below formulas:

�a = arcsin
�h√

x2 + y2
(7.1)

�h = |S(x − xi) − T (y − yi)|/
√

S2 + T2 (7.2)

Where S = yi+1 − yi , T = xi+1 − xi
In the last section, the curve contours of a golf

head model were reconstructed with obtained orderly
points using NURBS interpolation method. Now the
interpolation points between each interval [ui , ui+1]
are processed. As shown in Fig. 14, there are 158 han-
dled points from the original 271 points. The point
amount is greatly reduced by using the angle error
and chord height error method.

8. PRACTICAL EXAMPLE

We adopt the presented methods to a rapid fab-
rication case. The rapid prototyping machine uses
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Fig. 13: Sketch of the angle error and chord height error method.

Fig. 14: Reduced golf head model data points.

compound wax as forming materials with the max-
imum allowable slicing thickness of 0.0127 mm and
the highest allowable forming precision of 0.005 mm,
and the formed wax model can be applied directly to
investment casting. We choose a model composed of
complex curved surfaces for spatial point cloud data
treating and processing in RE/RP systems and to test
the accuracy and speed of data processing using the
proposed algorithms.

The shoe model size is 10.15 × 30.72 × 16.32 mm3.
And its point cloud is acquired by using the three
dimension laser scanning system. There are alto-
gether 5205 points after pre-treating including filter-
ing, reducing and putting together for the data [18]
(Fig. 15) and this model has a high forming accuracy
requirement. Firstly, we adopt the improved extended

Fig. 15: Point cloud of shoe last model.
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Fig. 16: Sketch of vertical planes for point cloud of
shoe last model.

extrapolation method, according to the theory and
computational steps of Section 3, to build the vertical
projection planes, which will make 90 equal portions
with the deviation angle θ = 4◦ for the spatial point
cloud (Fig. 16). Then, the point cloud on the verti-
cal projection plane is searched and sorted, and an
extrapolated curve (vertical contour curve) is recon-
structed and total 90 points are obtained in each
layer. Further, we use the IDS method to slice it and
get a total of 183 layers (Fig. 17).

Fig. 17: Adaptive slice of shoe last point cloud using
IDS method.

We obtain 90 × 183 intersection points through
the intersection of obtained vertical contour curves
and horizontal slicing plane. Then, the total of 90
points of an ordered contour on each layer is inter-
polated by using NURBS interpolation method and all
interpolation curves are reconstructed. The two inter-
polation points in each interval [ui , ui+1] are taken and
270 points in per layer are obtained. Fig. 18 illustrates
the enlarged view of slicing contours of 120th, 121st
and 122nd layers after the NURBS interpolation oper-
ation. Finally, by homogenizing the data points and

Fig. 18: Sliced contours after NURBS interpolation.

reducing their amount and taking 2◦ and 0.015 mm as
the threshold of �α and �h respectively (Fig. 19), we
can see that on the 121st layer there are total 87 data
points.

Fig. 19: Data points on the 121st layer after points
homogenizing and reducing.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 20: Two rapid fabricating parts: (a) Rapid fabri-
cating part, (b) Rapid fabricating part II.

The processed data of the shoe last with 183 layers
is imported into the scanning path planning software
for rapid prototyping and is fabricated into part I as
shown in Fig. 20(a). We can see that the shoe last part
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The point Forming Time cost for data Time cost for RP
cloud division precision processing

90 equal portions 0.013 mm 182 sec 780 min
180 equal portions 0.012 mm 205 sec 806 min

Tab. 2: Forming precision and processing speed of shoe last.

Errors between original Length Width Height Forming
part and final prototype direction direction direction error

The absolute errors 0.012 mm 0.011 mm 0.012 mm 0.028 mm
The relative errors 0.04% 0.11% 0.08% —

Tab. 3: Real error between original part and final prototype of shoe last.

is formed with a smooth surface and without distor-
tion. For comparison, we also set θ = 2◦ (180 equal
portions) while building the vertical projection planes
and obtain the rapid prototyping part II as shown in
Fig. 20(b). Table 2 shows some related data of the two
parts and there are no large differences in precision
and time cost between the two rapid fabricating parts.

In order to demonstrate data processing precision
of the algorithm in RE/RP integration system, the
forming precisions of parts before scanning and after
rapid fabricating are compared. Here the vertical slic-
ing is undertaken with θ = 2◦ (180 equal portions).
Table 3 shows that the absolute errors and the rela-
tive errors in length, width and height direction and
the forming error are all small. The rapid fabrica-
tion results meet the requirements of the forming
precision.

9. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a series of novel slicing pro-
cessing methods for spatial point cloud data based
on the RE/RP integrated systems. Several simulation
results and a shoe last practical example demonstrate
that the methods take obvious advantages compared
with the traditional methods because they avoid the
complicated calculations such as searching associated
points, solving intersections and calculating density
of the spatial point cloud and that the methods
reduce the time cost of data processing effectively.
In addition, the presented algorithms can obtain the
layered curve profile with high-precision and the data
after homogenizing and reducing can be used directly
for scan path planning. I In RE/RP Integrated Man-
ufacturing with spatial point cloud, using the series
of algorithms presented in this study can maintain
the original model feature shape and obtain higher
forming precision. The deficiencies of this paper are
that there is no case examination for point cloud con-
taining three features of convex, concave and internal
structures and only models with smooth surfaces are

discussed. Also, the compatibility problem of the pro-
cessed data with other rapid prototyping machines
needs to be further studied.
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